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I see the installation here at the James Gallery as a jumping-off point for communal activity about immigration, whether historical or contemporary, as well as imagined future inhabitation. This is similar to your project aspiration, in which the installation becomes a hub of performing activity related to your source. Because the site of Tempelhof is so charged, what does it mean to transpose it to the gallery space? Among stately lines, issuing 800,000 physically upon the gallery space recalls the site-specific installation, Common Assembly, that DAAR created in the gallery in 2012, though they investigated a different topic of the Palestinian Parliament, the act of translating a charged site in a gallery space connotes a fantasy that I find generative and possibly hopeful, but also vexing. What meaning is made by deliberately “objectifying” the Tempelhofer site and placing it in the gallery? How did you envision the installation would carry the layered, lived, political realities of that place that are ever-acting and dynamic?

I was very excited for the opportunity to share this work at the James Gallery, in the shadow of the Empire State Building, at the coausals of a robust international, intellectual community at the CUNY Graduate Center. It’s always been my intention that the presentation of my work is an ongoing, an opening for discussion and responses by others. I have been committed to that interchange from very early on in my artistic career and invested in it as a principle for most of my work.

It’s important to think that we have it within ourselves to employ an imaginary future and perhaps an imagined past as well, to produce our own empowerment. Nothing comes without imagination, and my work demands that each viewer produce those strands of connection, of our own empowerment. Nothing comes without imagination… and my work demands that each viewer produce those strands of connection, of meaning, ironies, and reverberations between all these moments in time.

It’s in the space of the gallery that the dwelling does occur… it’s a quiet and contemplative space, reimagining that as a place to consider these intersecting images, spatial moments, bodily intuitions, architectures, presences, and absences.

The photographs themselves are presented in different modes, such as directly to the wall, as ambulatory on cardboard presented as objects, and as digitally in a form that is not included in the gallery space. I always have my intentions that the presentation of my work is a beginning, an important step that demands that each viewer produce those strands of connection, of meaning, ironies, and reverberations between all these moments in time.
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